
Preface 

The study of oxidation and corrosion resistance continues to play a vital role in the development 
of advanced ceramics. A knowledge of both the mechanisms governing the corrosion processes 
and the rate of degradation under conditions of use are required in order to pern1it judicious 
materials selection. While understanding corrosion mechanisms is one of the foundations upon 
which any material is developed and used. increased emphasis has been placed recently on the 
manner by which performance data is obtained. Hence the rise of prenormative research and the 
formulation of testing standards. not only for direct industrial application. but also to promote 
better utilization of the results of costly materials research. 

A Special Session on the Corrosion of Advanced Ceramics was held during the European 
Ceramics Society Fourth Conference [4th ECerS] in Riccione. Italy from 2nd-6th October I 995. 
Whilst being a fully integrated part of the main Conference, the Special Session was promoted 
by the Institute for Advanced Materials of the Joint Research Centre [European Commission]. 
Consequently, particular emphasis was given 10 the "European dimension" of ceramics 
corrosion R&D without neglecting the world view. The primary objectives of the Special 
Session were twofold: 

to review the current state of knowledge on conosion mechanisms and to presetll some 
recent results in key areas; and 
to highlight and review on-going activities in the field of standardisation of corrosion test 
methodologies. 

In addition to the invited and contributed papers and posters included in this volume, the Session 
finished with a panel discussion bringing together specialists from Europe, Japan and the USA 
to address the problems encountered in the development of standard test methodologies for 
corrosion measurements. 

Special thanks are due to the Council of the European Ceramics Society and. in particular. to the 
President. Dr G.N. Babini for supporting the proposal to hold a Special Session. which arose 
from close collaboration between IAM-Petten and Dr. Alida Bellosi at CNR-IRTEC. Faenza. 
Equally. we are grateful for the encouragement given by Prof. E.D. Hondros, formerly Director 
of the Institute for Advanced Materials [EC/JRC]. and through him for the endorsement given 
by the European Commission. 

Many others on the Scientific Advisory Committee have played important roles in the 
organisation of the Session. Special thanks are due to Mats Nygren, Ken Coley and Mike 
Pomeroy for helping to referee the manuscripts thereby ensuring a high standard of unifom1ity 
for publication. For all of these contributions, the editors are and remain especially grateful. 
Finally. we should like to thank all the authors for their speedy and attentive preparation of the 
manuscripts to allow the publication of this volume in time for the Conference. 
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